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Abstract Lean premixed turbulent swirling combustion is known for signif-
icantly reducing pollutants emissions, when compared to non-premixed tur-
bulent flames. Characterizing the swirl number influence is therefore essential
to comparing different combustion chamber operational regimes. The present
study is devoted to the experimental characterization of a new family of
swirlers currently being developed. The associated combustion process is found
to exhibit different flame topologies, or combustion regimes, which are func-
tions of the mixture equivalence ratio and flow rate. The flame topologies and
the boundaries between the observed combustion regimes are evidenced by
means of OH∗ chemiluminescence and overall flame chemiluminescence.

Keywords experimental study · swirling flows · flame topology · premixed
turbulent flames

1 Introduction

Lean premixed turbulent combustion is known for significantly reducing pol-
lutants emissions when compared to non-premixed turbulent flames. These
premixed flames are often considered in swirling combustion chamber configu-
rations, where the swirl number influence has been shown to be paramount on
controlling turbulent flame topologies, blow-off or flashback limits and on the
acoustic stability properties [4,6,10]. Characterizing the swirl number influence
is therefore essential to comparing different combustion chamber operational
regimes. Such comparison is particularly relevant when novel swirler designs
are sought, which is the case of the present endeavor.
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This study is devoted to the experimental characterization of a new family
of swirlers currently being developed in a partnership between PUC-Rio and
EM2C/CNRS laboratory at CentraleSupelec [21]. The swirl number is classi-
cally defined as the ratio between the axial flux of tangential momentum and
the axial momentum flux. The considered radial swirlers are characterized by
different feed orifices diameters, numbers and angles, and also by variations
on the central inverted cone bluff-body position. It should be noted that the
present work is a first step towards a more comprehensive experimental study
involving velocity and species measurements.

Several recent numerical studies on lean premixed turbulent swirl stabi-
lized combustion have been performed. Using large eddy simulation (LES),
previous studies have determined how minute vane modification on a radial
swirler impacts both the average velocity distribution and the unsteady flow
structures, such as the classical precessing vortex core found on such swirling
configurations [2]. The unsteady flowfield structure and corresponding flame
topologies has been shown to be influenced by the combustion chamber wall
temperature, in studies which also considered radial swirlers [15]. Compar-
isons between experimental and LES isothermal and reactive flowfields have
also been performed [16] on radial swirling combustion chambers, with empha-
sis on the role played by the outlet contraction. Axial swirling lean premixed
turbulent combustion has been studied, comparing the LES velocity fields and
flame topologies to those experimentally measured [6]. In that work, a dy-
namic sub-filter model has been used to describe the momentum transport,
whereas combustion is modeled using an artificially thickened flame approach
and a reduced chemistry mechanism. Fluid swirl number measurements has
been shown to exhibit significant discrepancies with respect to the geometrical
swirl number, which may be determined based on a formal order of magnitude
analysis from the relevant geometrical features [8,7].

Experimental studies have been devoted to developing a combustor blow-off
model, which is based on the computed adiabatic flame temperature and the
associated effect on the extinction strain rate of laminar premixed flames [1].
Even if the fluid dynamics time scale is assumed invariant in that work, the
measured blow-off velocity evolution with mixture equivalence ratio is cap-
tured by the model. Using a combination of an axial swirler and a bluff-body
somewhat similar those developed in the present study, it has been demon-
strated that a blow-off Damköhler number could be expressed for the different
studied flames as a function of the combustor power [5]. This Damköhler num-
ber was defined as the square root of the ratio between the bulk flow and the
unstretched laminar premixed flame time scales. More recently, it has been
evidenced how the natural gas combustion blow-off and flash-back diagrams
are influenced both by the swirl number and by the O2/N2/CO2 content in the
combustible mixture [11]. For a given total mass flow rate, increasing either
the swirl number or the oxygen content allows an ampler operational range, in
terms of equivalence ratio or heat input. The combustion chamber geometry
has been found to modify the methane-air blow-off limit [24]. Indeed, for a
given mass flow rate and swirl number, a circular cross-section combustor led
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to smaller blow-off equivalence ratio compared to a rectangular one. Premixed
turbulent swirling flames of different O2/N2/CO2 and CH4 contents have been
compared [12], evidencing that the swirl number, the adiabatic flame temper-
ature and the ratio between the flow bulk velocity exert a controlling effect
on the flame shape and position. For the studied equivalence ratios and CO2

dilutions, flame shape transition occurred always at the same swirl number
value. The mechanisms controlling some of the flame shape transitions have
been associated to the ratio between a recirculation zone characteristic fre-
quency and the premixed flame extinction strain rate [26,22]. Furthermore,
this frequency has been shown to be Reynolds number independent, and to be
a linear function of the inlet flow bulk velocity, leading to a constant Strouhal
number.

The above cited studies indicate that the different combustion regimes
found in turbulent premixed swirling combustors are influenced by the swirl
number, the Reynolds number, the mixture composition (via the adiabatic
flame temperature), and a Damköhler number. The objective of this paper is
thus to determine the boundaries between the different combustion regimes
characteristic of a novel swirler configuration [21]. This characterization is
performed here by means of OH∗ chemiluminescence and overall flame chemi-
luminescence.

2 Experimental Methodology

2.1 Combustion chamber and swirlers

One of the considered swirlers in this paper is shown in Fig. 1(a) as a typical
example. The gas mixture is fed to the chamber through the orifices which
are offset with respect to the main swirler axis. The orifices are tangent to the
10 mm diameter swirling chamber walls, which length is 33 mm. The central
part of this chamber is occupied by a 4 mm diameter cylinder, which is topped
by an inverted cone that has a base diameter of 8 mm. This cone base acts as
a flame stabilizing bluff-body.

Figure 1(b) presents the combustion chamber. The methane/air mixture is
introduced through a convergent located upstream to the swirlers (not shown).
The combustion chamber is limited by a confinement placed at the top of the
burner, shown in Fig. 2. The confinement consists of a stainless steel base and
four quartz windows of 10 mm thickness and 170 mm height. Cooling water
flows through the steel base.

The power of the burner, calculated as P = ṁ · LHV , where ṁ is the
mass flow rate and LHV is the lower heating value of methane, and is found
to vary between 0.5 and 3.6 kW in this study. The Reynolds number (Re) is
estimated at two different sections: at the flow inlet (orifices) and at the flow
outlet (bluff-body). The characteristic diameter used for calculating Re at the
inlet is the orifice diameter, d multiplied by the number of orifices, n. The
characteristic diameter of the flow outlet is the hydraulic diameter of the cone
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(a) Swirler: 1 -
air/fuel inlet orifices,
2 - flow outlet area, 3
- bluff-body.

(b) Combustion Chamber: 1 -
swirler, 2 - cooling base, 3 - con-
finement, 4 - quartz window.

Fig. 1 Typical swirler and combustion chamber.

Fig. 2 Experimental test bench scheme: 1 - combustion chamber, 2 - burner, 3 - air flowme-
ter, 4 - methane flowmeter, 5 - flowmeter controller, 6 - mixture pipe, 7 - CCD camera, 8 -
image intensifier IRO, 9 - 310 nm filter, 10 - Canon camera.

trunk of the bluff-body:

Rein =
4∀̇
νnπd

; Reout =
4∀̇

ν(D −Db)
, (1)

where ν is the mixture kinematic viscosity, D is the inner diameter of the
swirler, Db is the diameter of the inverted cone base and ∀̇ is the volume
flow rate. The corresponding values are determined to span from 2.1× 103 to
7.4× 103 (Rein) and from 5.1× 104 to 1.4× 105 (Reout).
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Fig. 3 Swirler intlet (left) and exit (right) planes.

2.2 Swirl number

The swirl number (S) characterizes the swirl intensity and is defined as the
ratio between the axial flux of tangential momentum, Gθ, and the axial mo-
mentum flux, Gz. Indeed, assuming that the fluid performs a solid body rota-
tion in the swirler [7], uθ(r) = Ωr, that the axial velocity component (uz) is
uniform, and ignoring the pressure effects, the swirl number may be expressed
as:

S =
Gθ
RGz

=

∫ R
0
uzuθr

2dr

R
∫ R
0
u2zrdr

=
1

2

uθ(R)

uz
, (2)

in which R is the swirler radius.
Considering the mass conservation in the tubes and the geometry of the

exit section shown in Fig. 3, it is possible to determine uθ(R) as

uθ = ∀̇ 4

πnd2
sin θ, (3)

where sin θ = l
D/2 .

To determine uz, it is assumed that the velocity vector is parallel to the
inverted cone surface at the exit plane. Thus, considering the geometry shown
in Fig. 3, the volume flux at this plane allows to write

∀̇ = uzAz

(
1 +

tanβ

tanα

)
. (4)

tanβ =
Db −Di

2hb
; tanα =

D −Db

2hi
. (5)

in which Di is the diameter of the inner cylinder, hi is the clearance between
the bluff-body top surface and the swirler exit and hb is the height of the
inverted cone base. Replacing these expressions in Eq. (5) one can write
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Table 1 Geometrical features and swirl number of the swirler configurations.

n d hi hb S

SW08a 8 2.5 3 3 1.4
SW08b 8 2.5 0 3 0.9
SW05 5 2 3 3 1.3

1

uz
=
πD2

4∀̇

[
1− Db

D

2] [
1 +

Db −Di

D −Db

hi
hb

]
. (6)

Finally, the swirl number can be expressed as

S =
lD

nd2︸︷︷︸
(a)

[
1−

(
Db

D

)2
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

[
1 +

Db −Di

D −Db

hi
hb

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(c)

. (7)

Equation (7) represents the combination of an usual swirl number expres-
sion (a), the influence of the central cylinder (b) and the combined effect of
the bluff-body angle and height (c), thus showing how the geometry of the
swirler influences the swirl number.

In order to analyze different regions of confined flames, a preliminary study
was performed using three swirlers, one of which, SW08a, is shown in Fig. 1(b).
This swirler and SW08b differ on the bluff-body height only, and thus on the
swirling chamber outlet area. Both these models have 8 orifices, each with a
2.0 mm diameter, so the swiling chamber inlet area is 25.13 mm2. On the other
hand, SW05 has only 5 orifices, each with 2.5 mm diameter, therefore with a
24.54 mm2 of inlet area, i.e., slightly smaller than SW08.

Table 1 summarizes the geometrical parameters of each studied swirler,
along with the geometrical swirl number for each design at the last column.
This table illustrates that it is possible to obtain similar S values with distinct
swirl geometrical parameters. For this reason, only SW08a and SW08b are
compared on the results, which are further discussed in section 3.2.

2.3 Experimental setup

Figure 2 shows the experimental test bench which is composed of the burner,
the combustion chamber, the convergent, two flow meters for air, a flow con-
troller for methane, a CCD camera (Imager Intense, LaVision) with an in-
tensifier (Intensified Relay Optics, LaVision) and a Canon (EOS Rebel T5)
camera.

The flow meter used for methane is a Bronkhorst mass flow controller
(series F-201AC) with a maximum range of 138.9 cm3/s with 0.5 % reading
plus 0.1 % full scale uncertainty. The air volumetric flow rate is measured
using a pair of rotameters (Omega, 4T70903X12 and 4T708TX12 models),
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Table 2 Equivalence ratios considered and corresponding absolute and relative uncertain-
ties.

SW08a SW08b
φ Uφ Uφ/φ (%) Uφ Uφ/φ (%)

0.39 - - 0.04 11
0.45 0.04 9 0.04 8
0.68 0.05 8 0.06 8
0.79 0.05 7 0.06 7
0.97 0.06 6 0.09 9
1.03 0.07 6 0.07 7

with a 2 % reading plus 2 % full scale uncertainty and maximum range of
1 dm3/s. A type T thermocouple (Salvi Casagrande) is used to measure the
air flow temperature. In this study, the CH4 flow rate varies from 18.6 cm3/s
to 107.2 cm3/s and the total volumetric flow rate varies from 441.1 cm3/s
to 1146.1 ± 69.8 cm3/s, thus leading to large variations of equivalence ratio,
between 0.39 and 1.03.

Considering flow measurement equipment uncertainties, the corresponding
equivalence ratio uncertainty is calculated as follows [25]:

U2
φ

φ2
=

(
Vf
φ

∂φ

∂Vf

)2(UVf

Vf

)2

+

(
Va
φ

∂φ

∂Va

)2(
UVa

Va

)2

, (8)

where φ is the equivalence ratio, Vf and Va are measured fuel and air volume
flow rates respectively and Uφ, and UVf

, UVa
, are the uncertainties associated

with φ, Vf and Va. Table 2 summarizes some representative equivalence ratios
calculated with the measured air and methane flow rates and the corresponding
absolute and relative uncertainties for the swirlers studied. This table allows
to verify that the maximum equivalence ratio uncertainty is 11 %. The total
flow rate uncertainty – not shown here for the sake of brevity –is determined
in a similar fashion, and is found to lie between 6 % and 11 % for the larger
and smaller flow rates, respectively. As it will be seen below, these values allow
to discriminate the boundaries between the observed flame regimes

2.4 Flame imaging

In order to characterize the overall flame topologies, time-integrated chemilu-
minescence images of the combustion process have been obtained by using the
Canon EOS Rebel T5 camera, equipped with a 58 mm diameter lens, without
filters. All images presented in this study used f − 36 aperture and exposure
time of 500 ms.

A LaVision Imager Intense CCD (Charge Coupled Device) camera has
been used to record flame images with an exposure time of 4 ms and f − 8
aperture. Furthermore, a LaVision image intensifier IRO (Intensified relay-
optics), equipped with a 310 nm filter, 100 % gain and gate of 100 ms has
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been used. These chemiluminescence images are classically associated with
the OH∗ radicals and, thus to the premixed flame front.

The OH∗ images have been deconvoluted by employing an Abel inversion
technique which uses a Fourier-based algorithm [17,18]. The inversion process
transforms the images obtained along the line of sight into a cross-sectional
representation, assuming axial symmetry. For a given image, its center is first
determined, then the deconvolution of the left and right positions is performed.
In this study, 16 modes of the Fourier expansion have been used. One should
note that this inversion technique is valid when axial symmetry hypothesis
may hold, which is evidently not the case of the present square cross section
combustion chamber. Nevertheless, the Abel-inverted OH∗ images are used to
roughly evidence the location and shape of the average flame front.

3 Results and discussion

In this section, the flame topologies observed for each specific operating condi-
tion are first presented. The adopted topology classification follows that pro-
posed elsewhere [20], since it is possibly the one that most closely describes
the observed phenomena. The corresponding stability maps of the combustion
for this experimental setup are then discussed.

3.1 Flame topologies

Three direct photos of confined flames at different combustion regimes, ob-
tained using the SW08 swirler, are shown in Fig. 4. The swirl number com-
puted with Eq. (7) is S = 1.4. All pictures have been taken with a fixed air
flow rate of 1039 cm3/s, whereas the methane varies from 83 to 111 cm3/s.
These pictures allow to verify that the flame stabilizes in three different shapes:
Recirculating Zone (RZ), V and Tornado, from left to right. The images on
the second row show deconvoluted OH∗ fields of the average flames, obtained
through the use of the Abel inversion [21]. Again, each image has been obtained
in the different stable regions (RZ, V and Tornado).

In Fig. 4(a) it may be assumed that a recirculating zone exists at the
corner of the combustion chamber, given the structure of the flow [20,9]. Such
recirculating zone flames, known as flame type IV, are observed for richer
fuel/air mixtures and exhibit an important interaction with the combustion
chamber walls. Indeed, this figure shows that the regions with highest luminous
intensity are located along the walls of the combustion chamber.

The center picture, Fig. 4(b), presents a slightly different behavior: the
flame is anchored at the swirler bluff-body only. It exhibits a V-shape – known
as flame type III – and it is possible to verify that the regions with highest
OH∗ luminous intensity are also located along the walls of the confinement,
so that the flame presents a strong interaction with the walls, as is the case
of flame type IV. At the used flow rates, this V-shape is found to occur for
moderate equivalence ratio mixture compositions.
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(a) φ = 1.12, ∀̇ =
1150 cm3/s

(b) φ = 0.95, ∀̇ =
1133 cm3/s

(c) φ = 0.84, ∀̇ =
1122 cm3/s

Fig. 4 Flame topologies for different equivalence ratios (φ) and mixture flow rate (∀̇), SW08:
direct photos (top), deconvoluted OH∗ images (bottom).

The rightmost image, Fig. 4(c), shows a flame that is found close to the
blow-off limit. It has a tornado shape and does not interact with the walls,
and is also known as flame type I. Analyzing the Abel-inverted image of the
tornado flame, it is possible to conclude that the flame is uncoupled from
the swirler and there is a flame surface bifurcation, which is associated to a
higher concentration of OH∗ at the lateral part of the combustion chamber. It
is important to highlight that there is a flame instability zone between each
stable flame regimes shown, which will be discussed in section 3.2.

The observed flame topologies are controlled by the mixture composition,
flow rate and swirl number. Changes in the flame shape are related with the
equivalence ratio of the mixture and to acoustic instabilities [20], which suggest
that:

– Shape and macro structure of the flame are related to the equivalence ratio
of the mixture (when Re is constant) and significant changes are observed
when critical values of fuel concentration are crossed;
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Fig. 5 Operation Regime diagram, S=1.4 - IV Stability: RZ flame, IVf Instability, III
Stability: V flame, II Instability, I Stability: tornado flame. Flame blow-off occurs at the
lowermost line.

– The velocity of the flow varies as the equivalence ratio changes, in other
words, there is an exclusive flow associated with each flame shape;

– When the equivalence ratio increases, the burning zone becomes shorter
and tends to stay closer to the swirler.

Lastly, it is important to recall that premixed flames exert a huge impact on
the flow dynamics, due to the volumetric expansion along the flow path.

3.2 Operation regimes diagram

The results obtained with swirlers SW08a and SW08b are compared. To this
end, the same operating conditions have been considered.

Figures 5 and 6 give diagrams where the boundaries between the com-
bustion regimes (flame topologies) are plotted for the the swirler whose bluff-
body height is hi = 3 mm (SW08a) and for the one whose bluff-body height
is the same as the swirler surface, hi = 0 (SW08b), respectively. These dia-
grams shows the regimes boundaries as a function of the mixture flow rate and
fuel/air equivalence ratio.

The tests have been carried out by fixing the air flow rate and progressively
decreasing the methane flow rate. The air flow rates studied range from 393
to 1039 cm3/s. In this figure, the experimentally determined regime borders
are given by the symbols, each symbol corresponding to a particular regime
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Fig. 6 Operation Regime diagram, S=0.9 - IV Stability: RZ flame, IVf Instability, III
Stability: V flame, II Instability, I Stability: tornado flame. Flame blow-off occurs at the
lowermost line.

border. It is important to highlight that the limits between each regime have
been defined visually, and repeatedly observed to occur at the depicted symbols
positions. The lines corresponding to the least squares fits of these regimes
borders are also given.

Six distinct regimes have been identified, following the literature [20]. The
three stable ones have been presented in the previous section. The results
shown in Fig. 5 will be discussed starting from a high equivalence ratio value
and progressively decreasing its value. In regime IV, the flame is stabilized at
the RZ, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Upon decreasing the equivalence ratio, when the
boundary is reached, the flame goes through an instability zone, IVf, where it
flickers and presents a distinct acoustic tone. This seems to occur because of the
intermittent flame presence at the recirculation [20]. Once the border between
regions IVf and III is crossed, the flame is again stable and a corresponding
representative average flame picture in this may be seen in Fig. 4(b). Indeed,
the flame presents a V-shape until it reaches another instability border and
moves to regime II. This regime presents a particular characteristic behavior:
for small flows rates, extinction occurs – which is represented by open symbols.
However, for larger flows rates – represented by solid symbols – combustion
instability is observed. This second type of instability seems to be related to
a large-scale, lower frequency pulsations of the combustion chamber. Further
decreasing the equivalence ratio leads to regime I, which corresponding flame
structure can be observed in Fig. 4(c). By decreasing the equivalence ratio the
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blow-off limit is reached, which means that, at the region below the lowermost
border, there is no flame within the combustor.

The swirl number computed with Eq. (7) for the swirler whose bluff-body
height is the same as the swirler surface is S = 0.9. Concerning now SW08, for
which S = 1.4, the stability zones IV and III are wider when compared to the
swirler whose bluff-body height is the same as the swirler surface. However,
for the stable regime I, the stability range is larger when S = 0.9, in which
case the blow-off occurs at a smaller equivalence ratio. When S = 0.9 the
boundaries are shifted downward, which means that it is possible to achieve
the same regime with smaller equivalence ratio, and thus using less fuel. It
should be noted that stable the flame regimes are not altered by the swirl
number. However, the position of the diagram (flow rate × equivalence ratio)
where each regime is observed varies, as seen above.

Recently, several studies have attempted to unveil the underlying mecha-
nisms that control the separation between those different combustion regimes.
The role of the combustor length and H2 addition on the onset frequencies
of the thermo-acoustic instabilities characteristic frequencies has been deter-
mined experimentally [23]. Even though changing the combustor length has
not been attempted here, such a characteristic frequency analysis will be the
subject of future work. It has been demonstrated that the boundary between
regions III and IV is controlled by the flow bulk velocity and that the flame
Strouhal number at the outer recirculation zone is Reynolds number indepen-
dent [22]. The role of the computed premixed flame extinction strain rate on
the outer recirculation zone flame frequency has also been established. Since
similar regimes have been observed here, it could be anticipated that a similar
scaling hold, which is currently under scrutiny. It has also been determined
that, at a given equivalence ratio, the lifted flame leading edge position is in-
dependent of: (i) the ratio between the flow bulk velocity and the premixed
flame speed and (ii) the adiabatic flame temperature of the combustible mix-
ture [13]. Such a verification of independence could also have been performed
here, in order to evidence the possible influence on the flame blow-off boundary
displacement observed.

4 Conclusion and perspectives

The present work allowed to develop a novel radial swirler geometry featuring
a central bluff-body enabling to control the swirl number by changing the bluff-
body height only. A first characterization of different combustion regime/flame
topologies was also performed. With these results, it was possible to identify
the stability boundaries as a function of fuel and air flow rates for two swirlers
having different swirl numbers. In addition, identical combustion regimes have
been observed for those two swirlers, which are analogous to those found in
the literature, and that involve both stable or unstable combustion.

In summary, the swirl number has been shown to influence the boundary
between those combustion regimes. Indeed, the larger swirl number studied,
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S = 1.4, led to a larger extend of stable regime III, which is a regime of
practical relevance to gas turbines. However, the blow-off limit for such a
swirler occurs for a larger value of equivalence ratio, which is not interesting
to propulsion applications.

It should be noted that further work was recently developed on this sub-
ject [14], where a characterization of flame surface density by means of planar
laser induced fluorescence of the OH radical (OH-PLIF) has been performed.
The endeavor of the paper is to characterize the influence of different radial
swirler configurations on the boundaries between the observed combustion
regimes. In the future, the combustion chamber used will also be adapted to
burn gaseous ethanol/butanol/air mixtures, thus allowing to investigate the
corresponding combustion regimes changes. Combined OH-PLIF and particle
imaging velocimetry measurements [3,19] should also be performed so as to
unveil the detailed turbulence-chemistry interactions controlling each regime.
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